
That expertise was put to good use when MHC

required guidance while drafting new procurement

and gift acceptance policies. 

 

“Keeping up with changing nonprofit tax laws,

financial reporting regulations, and compliance is

challenging,” Taylor shared. “These policies needed

to be written to comply with state and national

guidelines."

 

In addition, Taylor and the MHC team required

advice on restricted gifts and efficiencies

surrounding the timing of audits and tax preparation.

THE SITUATION

Timothy G. Taylor Sr., Fiscal Officer for the Missouri

Humanities Council (MHC), a 501(c)3, non-for-profit

organization affiliated with the National Endowment

for the Humanities (NEH) and the Missouri Cultural

Trust— organizations that offer enrichment and

conversation facilitation around important topics for

the entire state, knows all about how education can

transform trajectories. After all, it is at the very core

of MHC’s mission.

 

That’s why, as the professional in charge of

administering federal National Endowment and state

Missouri Cultural Trust grants for the humanities, he is

grateful for a business partner who can help educate

him in the nuances of compliance and regulation.

 

“Jeanne Dee, Partner at Anders CPAs+ Advisors and

the entire non-profit department supports us and

invites us to think about things differently,” said

Taylor.

 

 THE CHALLENGES

The entire not-for-profit
team works as our advocates, 
so we benefit from an
unparalleled depth and
breadth of expertise.

THE ANDERS SOLUTION

The team at Anders was prepared to handle it all—from

detailed revisions to policy wording to ensure they met

compliance to strategically thinking about how audit and

tax prep could be more efficient.

 

“The not-for-profit team helped the MHC team rewrite

the procurement policy and, when they did, they

included essential guidelines for equipment purchases,”

said Taylor. “They helped us adopt a more flexible policy

so that we could expense items more quickly which

helped with our asset tracking and administration, and

streamlined the process.”

 

Taylor notes that this kind of strategic advice is what

makes Anders such a valuable partner—a partner that is

solution oriented and motivated to really understand the

business of MHC.

 

“Anders knows about each of our 47 program classes;

they have taken the time to get to know the business of

our not-for-profit, which enables them to give proactive

advice,” he said. “From small value-adds with big impact,

like creating a thorough checklist detailing the process for

grants and contracts, to major changes like syncing the

timing of the audit with tax preparation to make the

organization more efficient and effective, Anders wants

us to succeed.”
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We are more educated, more
efficient, and more effective. 
I know that I have a team of
responsive, communicative
experts with an unbelievable
knowledge base on my side,
helping me to achieve the goals
of MHC each and every day.

“When the MHC team and I understand why things need to be done a certain way, we are all more likely to

do it in that way,” said Taylor. “Anders takes the time to educate us in the why—and then put in place

systems that help us execute.”

 

This big-picture approach to educating key members of MHC team has had a myriad of consequences.

Now, auditing and tax preparation are completed during the same time frame which has enhanced

coordination, compliance, and peace of mind. In addition, systems are in place for a variety of processes.
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THE RESULTS


